《I'm The supreme Fairy King》
Chapter 218: The Bitter End Of Jim
"Stop screaming," Jim landed over one of its big heads before adding with a strange
laugh, "you are going to scream soon enough to your heart's content."
"Roar!"
The monster roared with the other head opening its big jaws as it tried to eat up Jim.
Yet Jim didn't stand there for a single moment further, jumped over the second head
before heading towards the big body and started running over it like he was running
over ground.
"Swoosh!"
And the next thing happened was for the other monster to spray its fire all over the
monster he was on its back.
"Roar!"
"Roar!"

"Hahaha, told you," Jim laughed while he jumped high in the air, "you will scream a
lot now," he landed on the ground while the monster was suffering from the collateral
damage of its fellow.
"What are you two doing? Can't you kill a weak fly like him?" the chimera kid yelled
in deep anger from the back while watching Jim toying with his pets in this
humiliating way.
"Roar!"
"Roar!"
The two monsters seemed to get irritated by this shout and roared in anger.
"Don't be this aggressive," Jim laughed, "I'm not finished with you two yet," he
suddenly turned his direction and went towards the next monster before flying in the

air, bypassing the deadly fire that came from the two before landing over one of the
two heads of the second monster.
And like what he did with the first one, he let his friend hit him with fire.
But this time it wasn't limited to just that.
"Boom!"
"Boom!"
"Boom!"
"Finally you are here," Jim was already flying midair, leaving the two giant monsters
getting hit mercilessly with the angry rhinoceropards.
"Roar!"
And Don roared at this moment while a strange thing happened.
The two chimeras were so huge and heavy, but strangely after a couple of hits their
bodies trembled, lost balance and leaned on one side each before falling like small
hills over the ground.
"Damn! My Don is OP!" Jim laughed while watching the two giants fall to the ground
as their feet couldn't handle this sudden dash of the rhinoceropards. "Not finished yet,
c'mon follow me," he laughed, turned around and ran directly towards his main goal.
And that chimera disciple was stupefied while watching his two deadly monsters fall
under such attack while his enemy was running fiercely towards him.
At this moment he got afraid, a feeling he rarely had.
"Screw you," the kid screamed, "come back now!"
He moved a sword and decisvely cut two deep wounds over his two arms, letting his
blood flock them and went towards the helplessly lying two chimeras.
As a puppet master controlling puppets, the two chimeras were pulled in air like two
weightless sacks and landed heavily in front of the kid.
"That's not enough to stop me," Jim screamed in determination and the next moment
he jumped high in the air.

And strangely Don was jumping on his side at this moment.
"Roar!" Don fiercely roared at the chimera kid that looked in a terrible situation at this
moment.
"Stand up!" the kid gritted his teeth, enduring the deep pain he was feeling and
strangely pulled the chains once more with absurd strength.
And the two monsters were jolted up like being electrified by these chains.
"Roar!"
"Roar!"
The two roared and Jim could feel their pain and agony. "Damn! He is using some
weird technique to tortue them," he muttered with a dark face as this sudden move
pushed their bodies in his way.
"Boom!"
And the next moment he slammed heavily on one chimera body, flying uncontrollably
in the air. "Keep going," he shouted at his pet, "keep giving them bad luck!"
"Roar!"
And Don compiled while Jim fell heavily on the ground. His body rolled for tens of
meters, smashing over many small trees before hitting a larger one and fiercely
stopping there.
His body felt like being crushed in every bone he had. He doubted his ability to even
stand up, nonetheless to fight. "Screw you," he watched the two chimeras turning to
face him with red light beaming from their opened mouths.
In addition to them the surviving group of the rhinoceropards were changing their
direction acutely and turning to face him as well.
"Damn it!" he tried to stand but he couldn't. His body trembled and he felt a severe
wave of pain that assaulted his body at this moment. "I'm done for," he helplessly
muttered while watching the death coming from every corner with zero hope.
"Die!" the chimera kid viciously laughed while watching Jim's desperate situation.
Jim watched the four heads all opening their mouths wide open and the rhinceropards
were moving fast, getting near the two monsters and were about to slam into them.

"Is this where I would fall?" he muttered while taking a deep breath and feeling much
helpless and weak at this moment. "Sorry to fail you old man," he said.
But strangely enough the old man kept his silence, like he preferred not to speak at the
last moments in his life, contrary to what he used to behave before.
"You don't want to say any last words old man?" Jim weakily said while watching the
death rapidly approaching.
'I don't think this is the end yet,' the old man said strange words that made even Jim
laugh. 'You'll see, sometimes hope comes from the darkest places,' he said and next
Jim noticed Don.
He was standing behind the two giant chimeras and the flock of rhinoceropards. He
glanced at his pet and saw the conflicted look in his eyes.
"Roar!"
"Roar!"
"Roar!"
Don roared in agony it seemed, as if he was already mourning over his about to fall
master.
"Thanks my friend," Jim couldn't help but say, "you were a good friend to me until the
bitter end."
"Boom!"
"Boom!"
"Boom!"
"Boom!"
And the world violently shook at this moment while Jim closed his eyes and
succumbed to his bitter fate.

